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Dot Language Graphviz
Want to tap the tremendous amount of valuable social data in Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, and Google+? This refreshed edition helps you discover who’s making
connections with social media, what they’re talking about, and where they’re
located. You’ll learn how to combine social web data, analysis techniques, and
visualization to find what you’ve been looking for in the social haystack—as well
as useful information you didn’t know existed. Each standalone chapter
introduces techniques for mining data in different areas of the social Web,
including blogs and email. All you need to get started is a programming
background and a willingness to learn basic Python tools. Get a straightforward
synopsis of the social web landscape Use adaptable scripts on GitHub to harvest
data from social network APIs such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Google+
Learn how to employ easy-to-use Python tools to slice and dice the data you
collect Explore social connections in microformats with the XHTML Friends
Network Apply advanced mining techniques such as TF-IDF, cosine similarity,
collocation analysis, document summarization, and clique detection Build
interactive visualizations with web technologies based upon HTML5 and
JavaScript toolkits "A rich, compact, useful, practical introduction to a galaxy of
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tools, techniques, and theories for exploring structured and unstructured data."
--Alex Martelli, Senior Staff Engineer, Google
If you want a basic understanding of computer vision’s underlying theory and
algorithms, this hands-on introduction is the ideal place to start. You’ll learn
techniques for object recognition, 3D reconstruction, stereo imaging, augmented
reality, and other computer vision applications as you follow clear examples
written in Python. Programming Computer Vision with Python explains computer
vision in broad terms that won’t bog you down in theory. You get complete code
samples with explanations on how to reproduce and build upon each example,
along with exercises to help you apply what you’ve learned. This book is ideal for
students, researchers, and enthusiasts with basic programming and standard
mathematical skills. Learn techniques used in robot navigation, medical image
analysis, and other computer vision applications Work with image mappings and
transforms, such as texture warping and panorama creation Compute 3D
reconstructions from several images of the same scene Organize images based
on similarity or content, using clustering methods Build efficient image retrieval
techniques to search for images based on visual content Use algorithms to
classify image content and recognize objects Access the popular OpenCV library
through a Python interface
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Life scientists today urgently need training in bioinformatics skills. Too many
bioinformatics programs are poorly written and barely maintained--usually by
students and researchers who've never learned basic programming skills. This
practical guide shows postdoc bioinformatics professionals and students how to
exploit the best parts of Python to solve problems in biology while creating
documented, tested, reproducible software. Ken Youens-Clark, author of Tiny
Python Projects (Manning), demonstrates not only how to write effective Python
code but also how to use tests to write and refactor scientific programs. You'll
learn the latest Python features and toolsâ??including linters, formatters, type
checkers, and testsâ??to create documented and tested programs. You'll also
tackle 14 challenges in Rosalind, a problem-solving platform for learning
bioinformatics and programming. Create command-line Python programs to
document and validate parameters Write tests to verify refactor programs and
confirm they're correct Address bioinformatics ideas using Python data structures
and modules such as Biopython Create reproducible shortcuts and workflows
using makefiles Parse essential bioinformatics file formats such as FASTA and
FASTQ Find patterns of text using regular expressions Use higher-order
functions in Python like filter(), map(), and reduce()
Millions of public Twitter streams harbor a wealth of data, and once you mine
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them, you can gain some valuable insights. This short and concise book offers a
collection of recipes to help you extract nuggets of Twitter information using easyto-learn Python tools. Each recipe offers a discussion of how and why the
solution works, so you can quickly adapt it to fit your particular needs. The
recipes include techniques to: Use OAuth to access Twitter data Create and
analyze graphs of retweet relationships Use the streaming API to harvest tweets
in realtime Harvest and analyze friends and followers Discover friendship cliques
Summarize webpages from short URLs This book is a perfect companion to
O’Reilly's Mining the Social Web.
An Updated Guide to the Visualization of Data for Designers, Users, and
Researchers Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and
Applications, Second Edition provides all the theory, details, and tools necessary
to build visualizations and systems involving the visualization of data. In color
throughout, it explains basic terminology and concepts, algorithmic and software
engineering issues, and commonly used techniques and high-level algorithms.
Full source code is provided for completing implementations. New to the Second
Edition New related readings, exercises, and programming projects Better quality
figures and numerous new figures New chapter on techniques for time-oriented
data This popular book continues to explore the fundamental components of the
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visualization process, from the data to the human viewer. For developers, the
book offers guidance on designing effective visualizations using methods derived
from human perception, graphical design, art, and usability analysis. For
practitioners, it shows how various public and commercial visualization systems
are used to solve specific problems in diverse domains. For researchers, the text
describes emerging technology and hot topics in development at academic and
industrial centers today. Each chapter presents several types of exercises,
including review questions and problems that motivate readers to build on the
material covered and design alternate approaches to solving a problem. In
addition, programming projects encourage readers to perform a range of tasks,
from the simple implementation of algorithms to the extension of algorithms and
programming techniques. Web Resource A supplementary website includes
downloadable software tools and example data sets, enabling hands-on
experience with the techniques covered in the text. The site also offers links to
useful data repositories and data file formats, an up-to-date listing of software
packages and vendors, and instructional tools, such as reading lists, lecture
slides, and demonstration programs.
Essential Computational Thinking: Computer Science from Scratch helps
students build a theoretical and practical foundation for learning computer
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science. Rooted in fundamental science, this text defines elementary ideas
including data and information, quantifies these ideas mathematically, and,
through key concepts in physics and computation, demonstrates the relationship
between computer science and the universe itself. In Part I, students explore the
theoretical underpinnings of computer science in a wide-ranging manner.
Readers receive a robust overview of essential computational theories and
programming ideas, as well as topics that examine the mathematical and
physical foundations of computer science. Part 2 presents the basics of
computation and underscores programming as an invaluable tool in the
discipline. Students can apply their newfound knowledge and begin writing
substantial programs immediately. Finally, Part 3 explores more sophisticated
computational ideas, including object-oriented programing, databases, data
science, and some of the underlying principles of machine learning. Essential
Computational Thinking is an ideal text for a firmly technical CS0 course in
computer science. It is also a valuable resource for highly-motivated noncomputer science majors at the undergraduate or graduate level who are
interested in learning more about the discipline for either professional or personal
development.
Practical Graph Analytics with Apache Giraph helps you build data mining and
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machine learning applications using the Apache Foundation’s Giraph framework
for graph processing. This is the same framework as used by Facebook, Google,
and other social media analytics operations to derive business value from vast
amounts of interconnected data points. Graphs arise in a wealth of data
scenarios and describe the connections that are naturally formed in both digital
and real worlds. Examples of such connections abound in online social networks
such as Facebook and Twitter, among users who rate movies from services like
Netflix and Amazon Prime, and are useful even in the context of biological
networks for scientific research. Whether in the context of business or science,
viewing data as connected adds value by increasing the amount of information
available to be drawn from that data and put to use in generating new revenue or
scientific opportunities. Apache Giraph offers a simple yet flexible programming
model targeted to graph algorithms and designed to scale easily to accommodate
massive amounts of data. Originally developed at Yahoo!, Giraph is now a top
top-level project at the Apache Foundation, and it enlists contributors from
companies such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. Practical Graph Analytics
with Apache Giraph brings the power of Apache Giraph to you, showing how to
harness the power of graph processing for your own data by building
sophisticated graph analytics applications using the very same framework that is
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relied upon by some of the largest players in the industry today.
Visual communication through graphical and sign languages has long been
conducted among human beings of different backgrounds and cultures, and in
recent decades between human and machine. In today's digital world, visual
information is typically encoded with various metaphors commonly used in daily
life to facilitate rapid comprehension and easy analysis during the communication
process. Visual information communication generally encompasses information
visualization, graphical user-interfaces, visual analytics, visual languages and
multi-media processing. It has been successfully employed in knowledge
discovery, end-user programming, modeling, rapid systems prototyping,
education, and design activities by people of many disciplines including
architects, artists, children, engineers, and scientists. In addition, visual
information is increasingly being used to facilitate human-human communication
through the Internet and Web technology, and electronic mobile devices. This
manuscript provides the cutting-edge techniques, approaches and the latest
ongoing researches in the context of visual information communication. It is a
collection of 24 chapters selected from more than 60 submissions to the VINCI'09
- 2009 Visual Information Communications International Conference, that is held
in Sydney Australia, September 2009. These chapters were selected through a
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stringent review process to ensure their high standard in quality, significance and
relevance. Each chapter was reviewed by at least two international Program
Committee members of VINCI’09. The book covers a broad range of contents in
five key sub-areas of visual information communication, including.
If you are an experienced network administrator looking for a comprehensive
monitoring solution that will keep a watchful eye on networks, then this book is for you.
New edition of the bestselling guide to mastering Python Networking, updated to
Python 3 and including the latest on network data analysis, Cloud Networking, Ansible
2.8, and new libraries Key Features Explore the power of Python libraries to tackle
difficult network problems efficiently and effectively, including pyATS, Nornir, and
Ansible 2.8 Use Python and Ansible for DevOps, network device automation, DevOps,
and software-defined networking Become an expert in implementing advanced networkrelated tasks with Python 3 Book Description Networks in your infrastructure set the
foundation for how your application can be deployed, maintained, and serviced. Python
is the ideal language for network engineers to explore tools that were previously
available to systems engineers and application developers. In Mastering Python
Networking, Third edition, you’ll embark on a Python-based journey to transition from
traditional network engineers to network developers ready for the next-generation of
networks. This new edition is completely revised and updated to work with Python 3. In
addition to new chapters on network data analysis with ELK stack (Elasticsearch,
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Logstash, Kibana, and Beats) and Azure Cloud Networking, it includes updates on
using newer libraries such as pyATS and Nornir, as well as Ansible 2.8. Each chapter is
updated with the latest libraries with working examples to ensure compatibility and
understanding of the concepts. Starting with a basic overview of Python, the book
teaches you how it can interact with both legacy and API-enabled network devices. You
will learn to leverage high-level Python packages and frameworks to perform network
automation tasks, monitoring, management, and enhanced network security followed
by Azure and AWS Cloud networking. Finally, you will use Jenkins for continuous
integration as well as testing tools to verify your network. What you will learn Use
Python libraries to interact with your network Integrate Ansible 2.8 using Python to
control Cisco, Juniper, and Arista network devices Leverage existing Flask web
frameworks to construct high-level APIs Learn how to build virtual networks in the AWS
& Azure Cloud Learn how to use Elastic Stack for network data analysis Understand
how Jenkins can be used to automatically deploy changes in your network Use PyTest
and Unittest for Test-Driven Network Development in networking engineering with
Python Who this book is for Mastering Python Networking, Third edition is for network
engineers, developers, and SREs who want to use Python for network automation,
programmability, and data analysis. Basic familiarity with Python programming and
networking-related concepts such as Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) will be useful.
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This book discusses the opportunities offered by disruptive technologies to overcome
the economical and physical limits currently faced by the electronics industry. It
provides a new methodology for the fast evaluation of an emerging technology from an
architectural prospective and discusses the implications from simple circuits to complex
architectures. Several technologies are discussed, ranging from 3-D integration of
devices (Phase Change Memories, Monolithic 3-D, Vertical NanoWires-based
transistors) to dense 2-D arrangements (Double-Gate Carbon Nanotubes,
Sublithographic Nanowires, Lithographic Crossbar arrangements). Novel architectural
organizations, as well as the associated tools, are presented in order to explore this
freshly opened design space.
Programmers run into parsing problems all the time. Whether it's a data format like
JSON, a network protocol like SMTP, a server configuration file for Apache, a
PostScript/PDF file, or a simple spreadsheet macro language--ANTLR v4 and this book
will demystify the process. ANTLR v4 has been rewritten from scratch to make it easier
than ever to build parsers and the language applications built on top. This completely
rewritten new edition of the bestselling Definitive ANTLR Reference shows you how to
take advantage of these new features. Build your own languages with ANTLR v4, using
ANTLR's new advanced parsing technology. In this book, you'll learn how ANTLR
automatically builds a data structure representing the input (parse tree) and generates
code that can walk the tree (visitor). You can use that combination to implement data
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readers, language interpreters, and translators. You'll start by learning how to identify
grammar patterns in language reference manuals and then slowly start building
increasingly complex grammars. Next, you'll build applications based upon those
grammars by walking the automatically generated parse trees. Then you'll tackle some
nasty language problems by parsing files containing more than one language (such as
XML, Java, and Javadoc). You'll also see how to take absolute control over parsing by
embedding Java actions into the grammar. You'll learn directly from well-known parsing
expert Terence Parr, the ANTLR creator and project lead. You'll master ANTLR
grammar construction and learn how to build language tools using the built-in parse
tree visitor mechanism. The book teaches using real-world examples and shows you
how to use ANTLR to build such things as a data file reader, a JSON to XML translator,
an R parser, and a Java class->interface extractor. This book is your ticket to becoming
a parsing guru! What You Need: ANTLR 4.0 and above. Java development tools. Ant
build system optional(needed for building ANTLR from source)
This book constitutes the post-conference proceedings of the 11th International
Conference on Critical Information Infrastructures Security, CRITIS 2016, held in Paris,
France, in October 2016. The 22 full papers and 8 short papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 58 submissions. They present the most recent
innovations, trends, results, experiences and concerns in selected perspectives of
critical information infrastructure protection covering the range from small-scale cyberPage 12/30
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physical systems security via information infrastructures and their interaction with
national and international infrastructures.
Demonstrate fundamentals of Deep Learning and neural network methodologies using
Keras 2.x Key Features Experimental projects showcasing the implementation of highperformance deep learning models with Keras. Use-cases across reinforcement
learning, natural language processing, GANs and computer vision. Build strong
fundamentals of Keras in the area of deep learning and artificial intelligence. Book
Description Keras 2.x Projects explains how to leverage the power of Keras to build and
train state-of-the-art deep learning models through a series of practical projects that
look at a range of real-world application areas. To begin with, you will quickly set up a
deep learning environment by installing the Keras library. Through each of the projects,
you will explore and learn the advanced concepts of deep learning and will learn how to
compute and run your deep learning models using the advanced offerings of Keras.
You will train fully-connected multilayer networks, convolutional neural networks,
recurrent neural networks, autoencoders and generative adversarial networks using
real-world training datasets. The projects you will undertake are all based on real-world
scenarios of all complexity levels, covering topics such as language recognition, stock
volatility, energy consumption prediction, faster object classification for self-driving
vehicles, and more. By the end of this book, you will be well versed with deep learning
and its implementation with Keras. You will have all the knowledge you need to train
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your own deep learning models to solve different kinds of problems. What you will learn
Apply regression methods to your data and understand how the regression algorithm
works Understand the basic concepts of classification methods and how to implement
them in the Keras environment Import and organize data for neural network
classification analysis Learn about the role of rectified linear units in the Keras network
architecture Implement a recurrent neural network to classify the sentiment of
sentences from movie reviews Set the embedding layer and the tensor sizes of a
network Who this book is for If you are a data scientist, machine learning engineer,
deep learning practitioner or an AI engineer who wants to build speedy intelligent
applications with minimal lines of codes, then this book is the best fit for you. Sound
knowledge of machine learning and basic familiarity with Keras library would be useful.
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a very general and flexible multivariate technique
that allows relationships among variables to be examined. The roots of SEM are in the
social sciences. In writing this textbook, the authors look to make SEM accessible to a
wider audience of researchers across many disciplines, addressing issues unique to
health and medicine. SEM is often used in practice to model and test hypothesized
causal relationships among observed and latent (unobserved) variables, including in
analysis across time and groups. It can be viewed as the merging of a conceptual
model, path diagram, confirmatory factor analysis, and path analysis. In this textbook
the authors also discuss techniques, such as mixture modeling, that expand the
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capacity of SEM using a combination of both continuous and categorical latent
variables. Features: Basic, intermediate, and advanced SEM topics Detailed
applications, particularly relevant for health and medical scientists Topics and examples
that are pertinent to both new and experienced SEM researchers Substantive issues in
health and medicine in the context of SEM Both methodological and applied examples
Numerous figures and diagrams to illustrate the examples As SEM experts situated
among clinicians and multidisciplinary researchers in medical settings, the authors
provide a broad, current, on the ground understanding of the issues faced by clinical
and health services researchers and decision scientists. This book gives health and
medical researchers the tools to apply SEM approaches to study complex relationships
between clinical measurements, individual and community-level characteristics, and
patient-reported scales.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Trust Management, iTrust 2006. 30 revised full papers and 4 revised short papers are
presented together with 1 keynote paper and 7 trust management tool and systems
demonstration reports. Besides technical issues in distributed computing and open
systems, topics from law, social sciences, business, and philosophy are addressed.

This book contains substantially extended and revised versions of the best
papers from the 12th International Conference on Enterprise Information
Systems (ICEIS 2010), held in Funchal, Madeira, Portugal, June 8-12, 2010. Two
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invited papers are presented together with 39 contributions, which were carefully
reviewed and selected from 62 full papers presented at the conference (out of
448 submissions). They reflect state-of-the-art research work that is often driven
by real-world applications, thus successfully relating the academic with the
industrial community. The topics covered are: databases and information
systems integration, artificial intelligence and decision support systems,
information systems analysis and specification, software agents and internet
computing, and human-computer interaction.
There is a growing awareness of the significance and value that modelling using
information technology can bring to the functionally oriented linguistic enterprise.
This encompasses a spectrum of areas as diverse as concept modelling,
language processing and grammar modelling, conversational agents, and the
visualisation of complex linguistic information in a functional linguistic
perspective. This edited volume offers a collection of papers dealing with different
aspects of computational modelling of language and grammars, within a
functional perspective at both the theoretical and application levels. As a result,
this volume represents the first instance of contemporary functionally oriented
computational treatments of a variety of important language and linguistic issues.
This book presents current research on functionally oriented computational
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models of grammar, language processing and linguistics, concerned with a
broadly functional computational linguistics that also contributes to our
understanding of languages within a functional and cognitive linguistic,
computational research agenda.
This book is for agriculturists, many of whom are either novices or non-computer
programmers, about how they can build their mathematical models in Microsoft
Excel. Of all modeling platforms, spreadsheets like Excel require the least
proficiency in computer programming. This book introduces an Excel add-in
called BuildIt (available for free as download) that shields users from having to
use Excel's VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) programming language and yet
allows agriculturists to build simple to large complex models without having to
learn complicated computer programming techniques or to use sophisticated
Excel techniques. This book first discusses how BuildIt works and how it is used
to build models. Examples range from the simple to progressively more complex
mathematical models. Ultimately, readers are taught how to build a generic crop
growth model from its five core components: meteorology, canopy
photosynthesis, energy balance, soil water, and crop growth development.
Ultimately, agriculturists will be able to build their own mathematical models in
Excel and concentrate more on the science and mathematics of their modeling
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work rather than being distracted by the intricacies of computer programming.
Handbook of Open Source Tools introduces a comprehensive collection of
advanced open source tools useful in developing software applications. The book
contains information on more than 200 open-source tools which include software
construction utilities for compilers, virtual-machines, database, graphics, highperformance computing, OpenGL, geometry, algebra, graph theory , GUIs and
more. Special highlights for software construction utilities and application libraries
are included. Each tool is covered in the context of a real like application
development setting. This unique handbook presents a comprehensive
discussion of advanced tools, a valuable asset used by most application
developers and programmers; includes a special focus on Mathematical Open
Source Software not available in most Open Source Software books, and
introduces several tools (eg ACL2, CLIPS, CUDA, and COIN) which are not
known outside of select groups, but are very powerful. Handbook of Open Source
Tools is designed for application developers and programmers working with
Open Source Tools. Advanced-level students concentrating on Engineering,
Mathematics and Computer Science will find this reference a valuable asset as
well.
This book identifies, defines and illustrates the fundamental concepts and
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engineering techniques relevant to applications of software languages in software
development. It presents software languages primarily from a software
engineering perspective, i.e., it addresses how to parse, analyze, transform,
generate, format, and otherwise process software artifacts in different software
languages, as they appear in software development. To this end, it covers a wide
range of software languages – most notably programming languages, domainspecific languages, modeling languages, exchange formats, and specifically also
language definition languages. Further, different languages are leveraged to
illustrate software language engineering concepts and techniques. The functional
programming language Haskell dominates the book, while the mainstream
programming languages Python and Java are additionally used for illustration. By
doing this, the book collects and organizes scattered knowledge from software
language engineering, focusing on application areas such as software analysis
(software reverse engineering), software transformation (software reengineering), software composition (modularity), and domain-specific languages.
It is designed as a textbook for independent study as well as for bachelor’s
(advanced level) or master’s university courses in Computer Science. An
additional website provides complementary material, for example, lecture slides
and videos. This book is a valuable resource for anyone wanting to understand
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the fundamental concepts and important engineering principles underlying
software languages, allowing them to acquire much of the operational intelligence
needed for dealing with software languages in software development practice.
This is an important skill set for software engineers, as languages are
increasingly permeating software development.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 6th International ICST Conference,
TridentCom 2010, held in Berlin, Germany, in May 2010. Out of more than 100
submitted contributions the Program Committee finally selected 15 full papers, 26
practices papers, and 22 posters. They focus on topics as Internet testbeds,
future Internet research, wireless sensors, media and mobility, and monitoring in
large scale testbeds.
This volume contains the proceedings of the 10th International Congress on
Finite Fields and their Applications (Fq 10), held July 11-15, 2011, in Ghent,
Belgium. Research on finite fields and their practical applications continues to
flourish. This volume's topics, which include finite geometry, finite semifields, bent
functions, polynomial theory, designs, and function fields, show the variety of
research in this area and prove the tremendous importance of finite field theory.
All true craftsmen need the best tools to do their finest work, and programmers
are no different. Java Power Tools delivers 30 open source tools designed to
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improve the development practices of Java developers in any size team or
organization. Each chapter includes a series of short articles about one particular
tool -- whether it's for build systems, version control, or other aspects of the
development process -- giving you the equivalent of 30 short reference books in
one package. No matter which development method your team chooses, whether
it's Agile, RUP, XP, SCRUM, or one of many others available, Java Power Tools
provides practical techniques and tools to help you optimize the process. The
book discusses key Java development problem areas and best practices, and
focuses on open source tools that can help increase productivity in each area of
the development cycle, including: Build tools including Ant and Maven 2 Version
control tools such as CVS and Subversion, the two most prominent open source
tools Quality metrics tools that measure different aspects of code quality,
including CheckStyle, PMD, FindBugs and Jupiter Technical documentation tools
that can help you generate good technical documentation without spending too
much effort writing and maintaining it Unit Testing tools including JUnit 4,
TestNG, and the open source coverage tool Cobertura Integration, Load and
Performance Testing to integrate performance tests into unit tests, load-test your
application, and automatically test web services, Swing interfaces and web
interfaces Issue management tools including Bugzilla and Trac Continuous
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Integration tools such as Continuum, Cruise Control, LuntBuild and Hudson If you
are a Java developer, these tools can help improve your development practices,
and make your life easier in the process. Lead developers, software architects
and people interested in the wider picture will be able to gather from these pages
some useful ideas about improving your project infrastructure and best practices.
Open Source Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence is an all-in-one
reference for developing open source based data warehousing (DW) and
business intelligence (BI) solutions that are business-centric, cross-customer
viable, cross-functional, cross-technology based, and enterprise-wide.
Considering the entire lifecycle of an open source DW &
After an introduction to the subject area and a concise treatment of the technical
foundations for the subsequent chapters, this book features 14 chapters on stateof-the-art graph drawing software systems, ranging from general "tool boxes'' to
customized software for various applications. These chapters are written by
leading experts: they follow a uniform scheme and can be read independently
from each other. The text covers many industrial applications.
Understand the fundamentals and develop your own AI solutions in this updated
edition packed with many new examples Key Features AI-based examples to
guide you in designing and implementing machine intelligence Build machine
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intelligence from scratch using artificial intelligence examples Develop machine
intelligence from scratch using real artificial intelligence Book Description AI has
the potential to replicate humans in every field. Artificial Intelligence By Example,
Second Edition serves as a starting point for you to understand how AI is built,
with the help of intriguing and exciting examples. This book will make you an
adaptive thinker and help you apply concepts to real-world scenarios. Using
some of the most interesting AI examples, right from computer programs such as
a simple chess engine to cognitive chatbots, you will learn how to tackle the
machine you are competing with. You will study some of the most advanced
machine learning models, understand how to apply AI to blockchain and Internet
of Things (IoT), and develop emotional quotient in chatbots using neural
networks such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and convolutional neural
networks (CNNs). This edition also has new examples for hybrid neural networks,
combining reinforcement learning (RL) and deep learning (DL), chained
algorithms, combining unsupervised learning with decision trees, random forests,
combining DL and genetic algorithms, conversational user interfaces (CUI) for
chatbots, neuromorphic computing, and quantum computing. By the end of this
book, you will understand the fundamentals of AI and have worked through a
number of examples that will help you develop your AI solutions. What you will
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learn Apply k-nearest neighbors (KNN) to language translations and explore the
opportunities in Google Translate Understand chained algorithms combining
unsupervised learning with decision trees Solve the XOR problem with
feedforward neural networks (FNN) and build its architecture to represent a data
flow graph Learn about meta learning models with hybrid neural networks Create
a chatbot and optimize its emotional intelligence deficiencies with tools such as
Small Talk and data logging Building conversational user interfaces (CUI) for
chatbots Writing genetic algorithms that optimize deep learning neural networks
Build quantum computing circuits Who this book is for Developers and those
interested in AI, who want to understand the fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence
and implement them practically. Prior experience with Python programming and
statistical knowledge is essential to make the most out of this book.
Within the pages of Practical Ruby for System Administration, you'll learn the
Ruby way to construct files, tap into clouds of data, build domain-specific
languages, perform network traffic analysis, and more. Coverage places equal
emphasis on fundamental Ruby concepts as well as practical how-tos. Based on
author André Ben Hamou's own experiences working as a system administrator,
this book will help you pick up practical tips on Ruby coding style, learn how to
analyze and improve script performance, and make use of no-nonsense advice
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on scripting workflow, including testing, documentation, and version control.
Want to perform programming tasks better, faster, simpler, and make them
repeatable? Take a deep dive into Windows PowerShell and discover what this
distributed automation platform can do. Whether you’re a .NET developer or IT
pro, this concise guide will show you how PowerShell’s scripting language can
help you be more productive on everyday tasks. Quickly learn how to create
PowerShell scripts and embed them into your existing applications, write "little
languages" to solve specific problems, and take charge of your code. This book
includes example scripts that you can easily pull apart, tweak, and then use in
your own PowerShell and .NET solutions. Slice and dice text, XML, CSV, and
JSON with ease Embed PowerShell to provide scripting capabilities for your C#
apps Create GUI applications five to ten times faster with less code Leverage
PowerShell’s capabilities to work with the Internet Interact with DLLs and create
objects, automatically display properties, and call methods in live interactive
sessions Build domain-specific languages (DSLs) and vocabularies to express
solutions more clearly Work with Microsoft Office via the Component Object
Model (COM) Discover PowerShell v3 features included with Windows 8 and
Windows Server 2012
The theme of Medinfo2007 is “Building Sustainable Health Systems”. Particular
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foci are health challenges for the developing and developed world, the social and
political context of healthcare, safe and effective healthcare, and the difficult task
of building and maintaining complex health information systems. Sustainable
health information systems are those that can meet today’s needs without
compromising the needs of future generations. To build a global knowledge
society, there needs to be an increased cooperation between science and
technology and access to high-quality knowledge and information. The papers
presented are refereed and from all over the world. They reflect the breadth and
depth of the field of biomedical and health informatics, covering topics such as;
health information systems, knowledge and data management, education,
standards, consumer health and human factors, emerging technologies,
sustainability, organizational and economic issues, genomics, and image and
signal processing. As this volume carries such a wide collection, it will be of great
interest to anyone engaged in biomedical and health informatics research and
application.
Zabbix Network Monitoring EssentialsPackt Publishing Ltd
This book constitutes the thoroughly revised selected papers from the 17th
International Symposium, FACS 2021, which was hel virtually in October 2021.
The 7 full papers and 1 short contribution were carefully reviewed and selected
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from 16 submissions and are presented in the volume together with 1 invited
paper. FACS 2021 is concerned with how formal methods can be applied to
component-based software and system development. The book is subdivided
into two blocks: Modelling & Composition and Verification. Chapter "A Linear
Parallel Algorithm to Compute Bisimulation and Relational Coarsest Partitions" is
available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License via link.springer.com.
Since the invention of computers or machines, their capability to perform various tasks has
experienced an exponential growth. Humans have developed the power of computer systems
in terms of their diverse working domains, their increasing speed, and reducing size with
respect to time.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 36th International Conference on Application and
Theory of Petri Nets and Concurrency, PETRI NETS 2015, held in Brussels, Belgium, in June
2015. The 12 regular papers and 2 tool papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 34 submissions. In addition the book contains 3 invited talks in full
paper length. The papers cover various topics in the field of Petri nets and related models of
concurrency.
Computational methods are playing an ever increasing role in cell biology. This volume of
Methods in Cell Biology focuses on Computational Methods in Cell Biology and consists of two
parts: (1) data extraction and analysis to distill models and mechanisms, and (2) developing
and simulating models to make predictions and testable hypotheses. Focuses on
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computational methods in cell biology Split into 2 parts--data extraction and analysis to distill
models and mechanisms, and developing and simulating models to make predictions and
testable hypotheses Emphasizes the intimate and necessary connection with interpreting
experimental data and proposing the next hypothesis and experiment
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the ACM/IFIP/USENIX 13th International
Middleware Conference, held in Montreal, Canada, in December 2012. The 24 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 125 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on mobile middleware; tracing and diagnosis; architecture and
performance; publish/subscribe middleware; and big-data and cloud computing; availability,
security and privacy.
When carefully selected and used, Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) may simplify complex
code, promote effective communication with customers, improve productivity, and unclog
development bottlenecks. In Domain-Specific Languages , noted software development expert
Martin Fowler first provides the information software professionals need to decide if and when
to utilize DSLs. Then, where DSLs prove suitable, Fowler presents effective techniques for
building them, and guides software engineers in choosing the right approaches for their
applications. This book’s techniques may be utilized with most modern object-oriented
languages; the author provides numerous examples in Java and C#, as well as selected
examples in Ruby. Wherever possible, chapters are organized to be self-standing, and most
reference topics are presented in a familiar patterns format. Armed with this wide-ranging
book, developers will have the knowledge they need to make important decisions about
DSLs—and, where appropriate, gain the significant technical and business benefits they offer.
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The topics covered include: How DSLs compare to frameworks and libraries, and when those
alternatives are sufficient Using parsers and parser generators, and parsing external DSLs
Understanding, comparing, and choosing DSL language constructs Determining whether to
use code generation, and comparing code generation strategies Previewing new language
workbench tools for creating DSLs
This book is aimed at readers who are interested in software development but have very little
to no prior experience. The book focuses on teaching the core principles around software
development. It uses several technologies to this goal (e.g. C, Python, JavaScript, HTML, etc.)
but is not a book about the technologies themselves. The reader will learn the basics (or in
some cases more) of various technologies along the way, but the focus is on building a
foundation for software development. The book is your guided tour through the programming
jungle, aiming to provide some clarity and build the foundation for software development skills.
The book web site is https: //progbook.org/
Make your searches more responsive and smarter by applying Artificial Intelligence to it Key
Features Enter the world of Artificial Intelligence with solid concepts and real-world use cases
Make your applications intelligent using AI in your day-to-day apps and become a smart
developer Design and implement artificial intelligence in searches Book Description With the
emergence of big data and modern technologies, AI has acquired a lot of relevance in many
domains. The increase in demand for automation has generated many applications for AI in
fields such as robotics, predictive analytics, finance, and more. In this book, you will
understand what artificial intelligence is. It explains in detail basic search methods: Depth-First
Search (DFS), Breadth-First Search (BFS), and A* Search, which can be used to make
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intelligent decisions when the initial state, end state, and possible actions are known. Random
solutions or greedy solutions can be found for such problems. But these are not optimal in
either space or time and efficient approaches in time and space will be explored. We will also
understand how to formulate a problem, which involves looking at it and identifying its initial
state, goal state, and the actions that are possible in each state. We also need to understand
the data structures involved while implementing these search algorithms as they form the basis
of search exploration. Finally, we will look into what a heuristic is as this decides the quality of
one sub-solution over another and helps you decide which step to take. What you will learn
Understand the instances where searches can be used Understand the algorithms that can be
used to make decisions more intelligent Formulate a problem by specifying its initial state, goal
state, and actions Translate the concepts of the selected search algorithm into code Compare
how basic search algorithms will perform for the application Implement algorithmic
programming using code examples Who this book is for This book is for developers who are
keen to get started with Artificial Intelligence and develop practical AI-based applications.
Those developers who want to upgrade their normal applications to smart and intelligent
versions will find this book useful. A basic knowledge and understanding of Python are
assumed.
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